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SCHOOLIKG
AND OTHER CULTURES

As with the last Inkshed Conference, I have selected among signed inksheddings to give
subscribers who weren't present a taste of the issues and points of view represented. This
format failks to do justice to sessions where hunger and fatigue took precedence over
written responses, and for that I apologize. There are brief abstracts of all the sessions,
based on presenters' proposals.
Thanks to Patrick Dias and Anthony Park, co-chairs, and to their program committee,
Ann Beer, Bill Boswell, Jane Ledwell-Brown, and Carolyn Pittenger, for a stimulating
conference.

Lorn' Neiisen (Mount Saint Vincent Ut~iversiIy/M~ll~~or
Seminars), "Cl~yanlhe~n~rrns
and Open
Spaces: Inkrl~ed8"

. . . . Any discussion of culture invites (and requires) examining a specific culture.

If we can consider the Inkshed
community a culture, what are the stories that define it as such? What are the "open spaces" it provides (or does
not provide) that make it a culture of possibility? And, most importantly, how can we create them in the local
educational culture we represent?
Inkshedding: Newcomers were asked to describe their expectations of the conference, others to relate an
anecdote that epitomized their experience of Inkshed conferences.

What did I expect? Certainly not to be asked to consider this group as a culture; yet the
idea has some appeal-for indeed I did come with expectations of feeling like an "outsider"
in" with what-the
and wondering how I would "fit inn-an "outsider" to what?-"fit
group--This group-Inkshed
So it does seem to be quite appropriate to see this group as a culture-as
a group of
people with similar views, values, and backgrounds.
The Inkshed "culture"?-my expectations were that this culture would be composed of
people inteiested in ideas, interested in learning, knowing that writing is thinking, forming
ideas, and learning.
An analogy for this "Culture"?-not as Lorri mentioned "bearded men in tweed suits"
but a potpourri of people who were "obsessed" with putting pen to paper and I was worried
because I did not see myself as being "obsessed with writing-intrigued?-mesmerized?
enamoured?-but
obsessed?! Well-it
seems that all it took was for Lorri to ask me to
put pen to paper and I felt I did belong-I am as "obsessed with writing as I perceive this
Inkshed culture to be . . . writing to learn-to
form ideas-create
meaning--share
thoughts-

Last year's Inkshed was my first, so I have no anecdotes. I was pleased to find that the
"DR'S-the
titles denoting possession of a Ph.D. or lack of one-were
abandoned and yet
what is called "academic rigour" was not. A symbol then, rather than an anecdote.
That first impression of warmth and the free play of personality in academic discourse
continues, and is a sort of guiding light for me as I begin my second Inkshed. Here I do feel
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that I've found an alternative from concepts of "culture" as "something to which we must
submit-a
bitter pill" and as some ghastly lurid entity which healthy human beings
avoid--some horrid discovery that you find when you leave something in the fridge for two
weeks. And Inkshed seems to be an alternative toward similar unhealthy connotations
related to academic discourse. This does not seem like "a revisionist culture"-the old stuff
in a new guise.
JACKROBINSON

I have only been to one other Inkshed, and what I remember most about the group is last
year's lobster supper in Hubbard's. The food was excellent, the companionship hearty, the
evening in itself unforgettable. But I did not come back this year hoping for another such
meal. I can find good food and companionship in many places not so far from home.
So the incident that really exemplifies Inkshed for me is the first evening's Inkshedding
at my first Inkshed conference. The evening had hardly begun when we were asked to write.
Who? Me? Now? After struggling with the idea that I was now being asked to do what
I ask my students to do, I eased into the process. I found Inkshedding liberating, though not
necessarily easy. I worried that my contribution would not be good enough, that my
background was deficient, that I couldn't perform up to what I imagined the cultural
standard to be.
My worries later dissipated, and I returned to Inkshed because I liked the feeling of
being born in a group but also being unsettled, on the edge.
BAWARA POWELL

My first Inkshed was #4 in Winnipeg. I was terrified. There I was-"only a high school
teacheru-with all those other learned doctors. About half way through the conference I
had a serious talk with myself which went something like this, "They may have fancy
degrees, they may be involved in esoteric research, they may speak a language that no one
else can understand but you know a lot that they don't know. You have more than 25 years
teaching in high school behind you. You can, in fact, teach them."
This talk helped a lot. I found myself shortly afterwards saying to this illustrious body,
"That's not how it works in the real world of school."
And do you know what? They listened. I found out that all of us are just folks. And
we share a common bond.

I have a strong memory of my first Inkshed conference, in 1984 in Fredericton (Inkshed I).
In terms of this year's conference, I felt like a stranger in a strange land-a traveller in a
new culture. I was unsure of the local habits, the taboos, the ways of being. Of course, so
was everyone else, since this was the first conference-the genesis of the culture. But-and
this is the heart of the matter-I still felt uncultured, uncertain of how I was to be in this
group, this strange fragment of the larger academic culture (a culture I was not yet
comfortable in anyway).
Like Lorri, I felt surrounded by bearded men in tweed suits. Forgive me, Nan and
Andrea, both of whom made presentations at that conference, but I first experienced you
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as bearded men in tweed suits. I felt like an outsider in what turned out to be a community
of outsiders.
As the weekend progressed, I found the group to be cranky, an unsettled group, unhappy
with much of what was going on. Quick to disagree, eloquent in protest, passionate in
belief. But what I remember is that there was less ego invested in debate than I had
experienced among other groups of bearded tweeds. People spoke with force, but without
anger, without that terrible intellectual desire to vanquish, to put down, to win. The passion
was to know, not to overcome. The intensity was curiosity, not domination. The questions
were much more important than the answers.

i

No specific anecdote. I first came to Inkshed in Fredericton, in 1984. I guess that until that
time, I was not really aware that I had no colleagues. There were, of course, people whom
I could talk to, about a whole range of things, at the Art College, but they weren't people
with whom I could use a kind of elliptical language about writing. You know-the kind of
gaps you can leave when you've been married for 20 years-the
gaps that you can trust to
be filled in and don't have to waste time making those explicit basic connections before you
can get on to what you really want to explore, feel out, question, see what other people
think about, how they've handled a similar situation, what if, maybe . . . . Culture shared
is a way of being at home, and being able to take the risks that the security of home gives
you, me, my children.

The experience I remember most clearly occurred on the first morning of the first
conference. The preceding evening we'd had a presentation-I
think it was by Andrea
Lunsford, but I'm not certain of that-and we'd inkshedded afterward. It was the first time
it ever happened at a conference, and none of us who had perpetrated this thing were sure
it would work. As I remember, we had explained-at rather excessive length-what we had
in mind, got everyone to write, and then had a committee read all the inksheds and select
passages to be published. We'd talked the committee through the process-"no, all that
matters is that you think the passage is striking, or worth notingv-"no it can be just a
sentenceM-etc.
Then our transcribers worked most of the night, on what now seems pretty primitive
equipment-a
pair of Corona computers and an Epson dot matrix printer-to
produce
printouts of the marked passages. We copied them, and (as I remember) went to bed.
The next morning, at breakfast, the copies were available with the coffee. Like the
morning papers after a war or a disaster, they were snatched up. Breakfast began as a
pretty quiet affair, as everyone read "the news," first looking to see whether they had "made
print," and then, increasingly, engaged by what the inksheds were about . . . and finally,
turning to each other over a second cup of coffee, arguing about the issues raised. We
thought, finally, we were on to something.
RUSS Hm-r [co-organizer, with Jim Reither,
of first Inkshed Conference in Fredericton, 19M]
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SESSION 11
Pltflis Artiss (hfen~orialUniversity), Lester Faiglq (University of Texas), Russ Hun1 orrd Jim
and Idenlip in Writing (and Other) Classroo~irs"
Reither (St. 77lorilas University), "Ide~~tijcation
This workshop focuses on how issues of difference are raised, negotiated, suppressed, and acted oul in wiling
classrooms-in
short, what we as teachers do when confronted by difference . . . .
Part A: inksheddine (Friday evening)
Participants were asked for a brief narralive of a classroom experience in which an issue of difference created
conflict for them or for students.
Part B: inksheddine (Saturday afternoon)
Participants were asked to read and respond to eleven narratives of difference from the previous inkshedding.

Responses

A common thread that I sensed in the papers is the issue of how schools have been so
effective in making people value sameness and devalue difference. The "cases" discussed
are all victims of the culture of standardization. Where in schooling is difference
celebrated? When will we get to the day when achievements are celebrated instead of
graded? How can we teach students to value things other than those things which lead
ultimately to gain in terms of money/power? And can/will we as teachers have the integrity
to do and have students do what we really believe should be done?
PAT

SADOW

I am impressed but not surprised by the multiplicity of differences that turn up in these
narratives: gender, age, class, ethnicity, language, sexual orientation, regimes of discourse.
They are troubling because difference is encountered as differences. The Big Issue: what
is our response as teachers? The standard answer: listen to the voice of the other. But this
strategy isn't being used in the larger culture. When given authority for their discourse, my
students often use the discourses of racism, sexism, and homophobia. How can we convince
our students to respect and appreciate difference, even celebrate difference, when our
culture does not?

OK. Straight out. No philosophy. From the heart-the

only thing that keeps me alive and
motivated as a teacher is the constant questioning of myself, my motives, and my students.
Especially the problems-when
I have to struggle with a student, I truly force myself to
examine how and why I teach. All cynicism aside. When I stop doing that-I may as well
stop teaching.
AUDREY BERPI'ER
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Challenge of "letting go" of control. I sense some of us feel (too much?) responsibility to
influence class culture yet I believe the teacher has a responsibility to positively help shape
a climate that fosters exchange and growth. Do women feel dissonant climates more acutely
than men? Should we acknowledge that sometimes the best learning comes out of conflict?

1 react first to the concern one writer shows about "giving authorityM-I find myself puzzled
by that response-certainly, authority is not ours to give but readers and writers can at least
feel in charge of their own reading and writing, feel responsible for what they must say (that
is, stand behind) and be willing to clarify or revise in the light of what they hear in response.
PATRICK DIAS

What I see in these narratives is the narrator. S/he is so strikingly similar: earnest, liberal,
anguished, guilty, self-reproachful, inventive, scrupulous, despairing, hopeful, essentially so
generous. I want to hug her/him. "The hurt out there (and in here) is enormous, but let
it go for a minute. We can only do what we can do. We can do much and we can do little;
we can do now and we can do then; and what we can do, we must do. But we can only do
what we can do."
. -.. ,.

,

.i

Part C: Discussion of Issues Raised bv the Narratives and Responses fSundav afternoon)
This session soon focused on a question raised by Lynn Holmes: How many of us believe that all knowledge
is socially constructed? Opinion was divided.

Allan Neilsen (Mount SaiN Knceenr Universiry), 'i'erplm$ and [he Culhlre of Inquiry"
Part A: Inkshedding and Small-Grour, Discussion
Participants were asked to recall a personal experience from the past (either in or out of school) that they would
characterize as particularly significant/worthwhiIe/educative and to w i r e down what they felt made it so
significant.

Responses

On the day John Kennedy was assassinated I got in the mail a copy of one of Kenneth
Burke's books-The Plzilosophy of Literary Form, I think it was. I was a graduate student
at the University of Oregon. Over the next twenty or so years, I bought and tried to read
several of Kenneth Burke's books, but my experience was always the same: I found him
important, somehow-but
nevertheless ultimately impenetrable. I knew there was
something important there for me, but I could not make out what.
Then, in 1985 or 86, Kenneth Burke was a "major consultant" at the Wyoming
Conference and, because I'mbig, but pliant (I guess), I got to be the arm KB leaned on as,
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at 87 yeais of age, he walkeld about Ithe campus of the IJ of Wyoming for that week. I
escorted him to meals, sessions, and social events for 4 days or so.
We did not talk all that much-he
does not like to mix conversation and meals-but
we did, perhaps, get to know one another just a bit.
It's what happened next that matters to me. I went home from the Wyo. Conference,
bought several of his hooks, and read them as if all of a sudden they were open to me.
They were no longer impenetrable to me. Not that I understood everything, hut at least I
could start understanding. I understood enough to use them in my thinking.
I don't know that I can account for what happened. Part of it had to do, surely, with the
fact that I knew the man-could
see his face, hear his voice. Part of it had to do with me
being ready after 20+ years. And part of it had to do with the fact that the world had
caught up with KB.
I know I'd like to understand.

The most powerful learning experiences that come to mind are connected with being a
parent. It suddenly occurs to me, as I listen to you talk, Allan, that I can divide these
experiences into 2 categories. The relationship with my son has taught me through
experiences arising from anomaly, dissonance, contradiction, what Socrates would call
apnoea (?) (that profound doubt that Plato considers the prerequisite to true learning). He
has forced me, in his 23 years, to doubt my most cherished beliefs, my most deeply held
convictions, my very identity. He still does it, even though I divorced him some time ago.
The relationship with my daughter, I realize this morning as I reflect on your question, has
been equally vital, though entirely different. She has affirmed who I am and what I value.
As we get to know each better now in her 22nd year, newly married and about to leave for
a new life in another continent, I find myself able to accept what I am, believe and do in
ways I never could without her. I heard Nan Johnson and Susan Drain expostulate as you
spoke, of the need for anomaly and contradiction; "no, we don't always need these" they said
(or implied). My response here is that I have learned from both my son and daughter, from
anomaly and unity (if I may use that as an antonym for the moment). I needed both to
become the person I am, and maybe I continue to need both.
PHYLLIS ARTISS

Part B: Presentation and Imnromntu Inksheddins
Within the framework Allan presented, "an educative learning experience is seen as an act of reflective inquiry
that is prompted by curiosity, perplexity, doubt, or uncertainty that originates within the life experience of the
inquirer. Anomaly or surprise plays a pivotal motivation for inquiry."
Rick Coe intervened to suggest that we d o in fact learn from "dummy runs," using as a n example his
experience of a swimming instructor insisting that learners practice strokes on land before trying them in the
water. Many of the impromptu inksheddings that follow address the issue of dummy runs (and some refer to
Rick's example). I have reprinted a number of these responses because they also bear on the dialogue between
Wayne Lucey and Laurence Steven in previous issues of Inkshed.

I
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The question: How do we establish conditions in which students will errperience incongruity,
anomaly, etc.?
My suspicion is that students are corwtantly experiencing incongruity, anomaly,
disequilibrium. We may not perceil8e this to be the case, however, either because our own
classroom practices have not established enough trust for students to feel they can voice
their perplexities, either in speech or writing, or because their whole prior experience-at
home or school or both-has discoltraged them from questioning, from admitting they don't
know something, from asking for what they need. from revealing anxieties and confusions.
What we can do-what
at least I am trying to do-is
to be aware of my own discomforts
as well as theirs. to reveal my own lack of knowledge and personal reactions, so that
students feel safe enough to ask, "Why are we doing this?" "What does this mean?"

I'm learning about dummy runs, learning, and their place and value in the classroom. I'm
not quite sure, yet, about dummy runs, but I do know how I feel about learning and the role
of a teacher.
I believe that all learning (positive or negative) is made meaningful to a learner because
1) it is important to the learner, and 2) it is expen'e~zcedand therefore becomes learned.
Now, depending on the subject, content, whateverWait a second, what exactly is a dummy run? How does one define it? Is a dummy run
where a teacher knows all about something and puts kids through the paces so they, too, will
learn? Does the issue that dummy runs are not useful mean that teachers and students
should all be explorers looking, searching, coming to know, evolving? Can't teachers, but
especially learners, come to know or evolve with dummy runs? To what extent can a
teacher control the level of meaning or significance of a learning experience? Don't
students need to invest something of themselves as well? As an Inkshedder do I disengage
or engage? Isn't it partly my decision/responsibility? Is Inkshedlinkshedding a dummy run
to prepare me for something, make me (help me) learn something? What, precisely, is a
dummy run?

For whom is a dummy run, a dummy run? For the teacher who constructs the context and
conditions for the experience? Or for the student who is unable to connect and finds the
task meaningless? What about the student who is prepared to risk a little, to trust that the
world and the classroom are meaningful places and that she can make meaning? In some
ways, no experience is a dummy run.
Allan talked about tacit knowledge and the invisible process of connecting; the dialectical
relationship etc. The tacit knowledge develops in experience. In the classroom students are
invited into experiences, vicarious, symbolic rather than actual, which may instantly and
spontaneously be connected to tacit knowledge and recognized as making sense, or perhaps
only pieces and fragments connect, the rest dark, puzzling, unclear, anomalous. But there,
nonetheless-waiting in the memory.
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We ignore the intentionality of the person if we assume we are capable of deciding on
what is or can be a u t h e n t i ~ I ' mnot getting this right-perhaps
the critical part is the
authenticity of the response to the student's meaning-making-which
demonstrates and
affirms that this is a world we can construct-

Rick has a point. One of the things I hear him saying is that we must be careful about
overreacting against "dummy runs" simply because they can be (or even often are/mostly
are) non-productive or counter-productive. We can learn from dummy runs. To pick up
on something Lorri Neilsen said, dummy runs are the stuff of traditional schooling-our
schooling. And yet we all (not just Rick) learned-we were motivated.
What worries me is that we as a field have a strong tendency to say that "this approach
or "that practice" is good or bad without considering the context-the local situatedness-of
a specific instance of its use. Do we as someone said a few minutes ago throw the baby out
with the bath water? Are we becoming more restricted in our methods, narrowing our
circumference through a knee-jerk reaction against . . . (whatever). (No time to say this
nicely.)
Anyway, I hope we have a chance to talk more about the issue of motivation and its
relation to learning/teaching.

I still think it all boils down to confidence and trust. Students can learn to do anything,
following almost any system if they want to learn and have confidence in the teacher.
So set up "dummy run" (what a horrible phrase!) if you like.
Anecdotal evidence: I taught my 4%year old to read in 2 or 3 days because he wanted
to learn desperately and he believed I could show him how.
I've told adult literacy learners to copy out chunks of a text (plus simple substitutions)
and their writing has improved. I think they could copy out anything and see an
improvement in their writing.
I don't know how anyone learns a subject like statistics without going through several
artificial practice exercises.
But students need real feedback. My classes in business writing like the fact that they
send letters to real businesses and get responses or memos to the Dean and see results. I
set the problem, true, but they can see the result. Student evaluations don't take account
of the 15 year evaluation factor.

Perplexity, surprise, the moment that suddenly throws a vague and amorphous scene into
vivid order or vivid chaos are yes the moments of greatest learning if we are after the sense
of being opened to learning rather than that of finding answers. These moments (that
declare for us where it is we would do well to inquire into) are our delights as learners and
teachers.
People can be motivated to respond to what life presents by learning an attitude of
openness-they will be able to learn by dummy runs. And dummy runs contrived to occur
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within an intelligently designed course of study are not entirely dumb-they are situated in
a part of the student's life that has duration and trajectory-the
classroom, that is, is a part
of the real world, not a hot-house or laboratory.
Dummy runs are at worst abusive sessions aimed by megalomaniacs at cognitively
dissonating and then reconstructing their students.

I think about the distribution of authority in the classroom. I think about it all the time; I
shove pieces of authority at my students: "Here, you take this. You decide! You say!"
Sometimes they take hold of this unasked for gift (ungift?) (for an unbirthday?); other times
they scorn the offering. Well, so be it. Then I explain animatedly to my sympathetic
colleapes my most recent experiences in distributing authority, sharing it, etc.
I am suspicious of myself in this; I think I have been recruited to this role, and I am
using my &dents to support me in it.
I have written critically about applied linguistics [pedagogy] which exteriorizes interior
behaviours, intervenes in the privacies of learning, thinking, even listening-then argues that
such intervention empowers the student. But, if you look closely at some of these
empowering practices or pedagogies, you will see that the student-now
sharing power,
enjoying authority, making authentic choices-is
MORE controlled and managed than
before.

It seems to me that we are creating a false dichotomy. Somehow we're positing two types
of learning situations. One is structured by the teacher with the student having few or no
choices. The other suggests that students must be always self-motivated and faced with
choices.
But from Vygotsky etc. and Foucault etc. surely we recognize that this dichotomy is false.
All situations are structured consciously or unconsciously. No situation is pure.
The solution-if
only one is possible. For me it's thinking of teaching and learning as
a dialectical process. I do create the structure of the course, but that structure is based as
much as possible on the students' interests. They do have choices-but those choices are
structured. They choose their research areas but through constant questioning and provision
of heuristics and models. They have access to the way I will read and evaluate those
reports. After all, I too, am a dialectical product of what I have read and experienced. I
have the responsibility of passing that way of reading on to my students.
My students do "own" their projects; they teach the rest of us. But as the instructor I
have structured their choices-really
so that they will succeed more than they imagined
when they set out to gather data.
I won't even apologize for this methodology. Responsible dialectical behaviour as far
as I am concerned.
CATHY SCllRYER

I can remember the precise moment when I learned how to use a dummy run (an assigned
essay topic) for MY OWN PURPOSES.
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I framed it to myself as saying that I had learned to write an essay; but what I had
learned was how to find my own question.
Bereiter and Scardamalia talk about students on the high road-who
are a) able to
master a task (a dummy run) and b) use the leftover attention (because the task for them
is relatively easy) to make the task more challenging.
1
This would seem to imply a necessity for first mastering the formulae-the
dummy
runs-before learning how to use them for one's purposes. But I suspect that there are
often more productive routes, that would allow more students (than the small elite that B
& S identify as high roaders) to achieve this ability-the ability to find school meaningful
in a word.
The question is in part what is the relationship between what Rick did on land and what
he did later in the water (note, however, that at bottom, there is a match between his own
intention and that of the teacher-to get him to swim).
Nevertheless-did
the practice on land help him in the water-does
practising sums
help you keep from overloading your cart at the grocery store.

My comments re the perplexity, doubt, uncertainty being necessary for learning does not
preclude us learning from "dummy runs." On reflection, dummy runs are fraught with
perplexity-what does she/he expectlwant from me? What will happen if I don't getldo
it right? There is also the oft unspoken "Who cares?" And this, from my perspective, is
what concerns me about contrived/artificial tasks-kids
do 'em but perhaps the lasting
lesson learned is compliance and the enduring perplexity suffered is "Who's in control here?"
Also, I don't think the "dummy runU/authenticityissue is an eitherlor situation. Because
they are situated in institutional settings, all school tasks are, to some extent, contrived,
other-sponsored. (And there are many who would say that these conditions mirror life
beyond school.) Nevertheless, I don't think that's sufficient cause for not attempting to open
up our curricula to offer students greater options, control, and responsibility.
ALLANNEILSEN

Aargh! I just blurted out my inkshed-nothing left. I'm sure I sounded very assertive-I'm
well socialized for talking that way-but
I guess I was scared because my hand won't stop
trembling as I write this (and tears came into my eyes as I wrote/articulated/named
"scared.")
Interesting. I mean, that said/felt, why was it so scary for me to say that here. Because
I knew I was confronting a principle many Inkshedders' base themselves in? No, I think not.
I'm not afraid of those people; I know them, love many of them. I think I was afraid of
what the other Inkshedders, the ones I don't know, the ones I first met last night, will meet
today-what
they will think, perhaps won't say-perhaps they won't like me.
This is gendered. It touches back to 1970, San Diego, the "second coming" of North
American feminism, the danger to a man of ostracism. It touches back to the dangers of
teaching at UCSD Third College, which was 35% Black, 35% Latino, 30% other (dangers
as one of the "other").
RICK

COE

_
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Deborah Schnitzer and Catheririe Taylor (Universiry of Wirtnipeg), "Making the Snow House
Bigger: Traditional Fonns of Assessment in a Non-Traditional Seltingr'
A slide-show and talk showing how the writing centres in the University of Winnipeg Writing Program "work
toward the achievement of excellence within, and without compromising, an access mandate."

Michael Hoechsmann (Simon Fraser Universiwj, "Fast Ti~nes: How Schooling is 'Lived' in a
Consumer and Media Culture"
A self-reflexive multi-media presentation in which Michael's "vocal/textual presentation" was interspliced with
video clips from "Fast Times," a TV 'mock ethnography' of Centennial Secondary School in Coquitlam, B.C., in
which students "'speak for themselves' on such contemporary questions for education as the countervailing draw
of commodity culture on students' attraction to, and motivation for, school learning, or the ambitious nature of
many of these students' long term goals, which contrasts to a seemingly formalistic approach to learning."

Joan Wassennan (Laurenval School Board), "The Culture and Reflection of Rap, Heary Mefal,
and the Songs of Lou Reed: Poetry and Talk for the Classroom of (he Cily"
Often the problem about teaching adult poetry to children is that it seems remote. The student-learner feels
that the teacher-learner is the pilot of his or her ideas. Rap music, heavy metal music, and the Iy~icsof Lou
Reed make the song a tangible form of language.
Inkshedding: Participants were asked to write a Rap song as appropriate music played. Several Raps were
performed at Talent Night, to great applause.

Fran Davis and Arlene Steiger (Vanier College), "77le Language of Cullural Hierarchies in
Academic Discourse"
Part A: Inkshedding
Participants were asked to write about when and why they stopped taking math/science courses, the reactions
of parents or others to their decision, and their current feeling about their decision.
Part B: Discussion of Research Proiect and Jnkshedding
Both interviews and written material suggest that "post-secondary students n e w the physical sciences as an elitist
culture" which they aspire to enter, but that "males take a slightly different stance toward this matter than
females." Samples from student texts illustrate how language is used by males and females to describe the
different cultural communities which make up the academic disciplines of the schools.
Inksheddig: Participants were asked to comment on whether their previous inkshedding on math/science
revealed gender-specific attitudes similar to those suggested by student samples.
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Responses
First Inkshed on Science. Even the word evokes awe and some fear in me. I can't
remember a conscious decision not to continue in science but I can remember Biology
11-a point at which I already "knew" that this was not for me. It wasn't the thought of
dissecting a fetal pig in Biology 12 that kept me from going on, although 1 joined in the
public squeamishness that other girls expressed because it seemed almost required if I were
truly female, everything around me conspired to suggest, I wouldn't want to go on.
Damn . . . I'm just getting started and we're being asked to stop.
Second Inkshed
Looking back on both my first Inkshedding and my Biology 11 experience, it seems clear
to me that I associated not liking science with femaleness, that I was more concerned with
demonstrating my femaleness/being reassured of it/than making the best academic
decisions. Something else occurs to me. It did seem to me then too that one chose either
science or the humanities, eitherlor not both. Lots of dualities here and false choices.
MICHELE VALIQL'ITE

Because Bio science to me didn't include the questions that interested me most, i.e., the
human element, the relational element, the live element.
Why study a dead frog, just to see its parts? Why not study a live frog in its habitat, with
its fellow frogs (like Jane GoodaI has now done with monkeys!)
Also the dissecting and microscopic work was beautiful to me. I wanted to honor its
beauty appreciate forms and structures and functions . . . their mystery. But the college
profs wanted me to just memorize structure and function.
. . . There's more . . . try to get a little down.
Then my science program was applied to people (health sciences). It came to seem to
me that that way of looking at human beings was reductive, omitted the most valuable parts
of being human. In other words I realized slowly I was deep down a humanist and would
not be able to continue in science.

I lovedladored chemistry in 3rd high but

it wasn't given in 4th high unless you wore pants.

(The pants were behind the locked door on the other side of the school.) The option was
biology, but you had to have started that in 3rd high (unless you were a boy in which case
you could double up 3rd and 4th in one year). And math? The nun who taught algebra and
geometry was half-witted, over 80 and used to punish us with prayer for wrong answers. I
wish I could have had physics-how things work, . .
The whole world encouraged me in my writing, literature and art so who was I to fight
for science?

I
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Vocabulary of gender? This term's classes were a study in contrasts
ENGINEERING
STUDENTS

PR STUDENTS

-male (142) 3
-full-time day students
-no job experience or own business
-uninterrupted education
-fascinated/fearful of war
-analyzed tactics
-analyzed personalities of war
-identified with soldiers
-identified with generals
-identified with politicians
-used technical vocabulary
-validated need to go to war
-fear for their place in the economy

-female (16:2) ?
/
-lull-time evening students or full-lime students
-held jobs
-repulsed by war
-analyzed media
-analyzed horror of war
-identified with victims
-identified with journalists
-identified wilh citizens
-used emotional vocabulary
-rejected/questioncd need to go to war
-fear for Canada

This term was, for me, like listening to two sides of the same brain, surgically split. Wilder
Penfield might have some explanations. The Persian Gulf War, with all its extremes, threw
the students' journals into high relief,

I'm going simply to answer the question. I didn't continue my studies in science for a series
or hierarchy of reasons which included 1) my inability to cope with calculus-the
first
academic subject I ever was unable to cope with; 2) the fact that I took a course in writing
short stories and discovered that I liked it and was successful at it (although I write rotten
stories); 3) I could see that in the context of Detroit in 1960 "Science" meant a job in the
auto industry-off
the assembly line, but still the auto industry-and 4) that the people I
cared most about were in English and history and politics, not in Chemistry and Calculus.
It was fifteen years or more before I understood that the whole thrust of the educational
context after 1957 was an attempt to manipulate successful students into the hard
sciences-the
Sputnik phenomenon-and
I was simply resisting authority, as my mother
raised me to.
"Nuclear physics" was certainly, for me, the single "top subject." That's for sure-and
part of the reason I went into it was sheer competitiveness. I couldn't turn down a
challenge. That strikes me as a pretty typically male response. And certainly I saw my
failure at calculus as a pretty serious defeat. But fundamentally I stayed confident (in what
might be a "masculine" way) about my abilities in quantitative. geometrical, hard-edged,
technological areas.
On the other hand, my brilliant 15-year-old daughter says ALL of these "female" things
about why she's had trouble in math since grade two.

11
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When did I take my last science course?-Chemistry, physics in Grade 13. Why didn't I
take any science courses at university?
Somehow I never felt at home in high school science classes (not that I particularly felt
at home anywhere in high school, for that matter). But what was that particular alienation
about? I think I felt the same out-of-placeness in the maths as well. But why? I can't quite
connect with those old memories.
Looking at my language above, Fran and Arlene would suggest, I think, a female feeling
of being outside the field of knowledge. But I'm male. I'm not sure what to make of this.

I discontinued my studies in science because . . . I don't know, and I'm sometimes sorry I
did.
Then I look around at some of the science teachers I work with, and then at some of the
science students I have. What dull people they are! How limited! They have reduced the
range of experience and knowledge to a level I can't stand any more. It's as though a
commitment to science marks a flaw, a lack, a wound in the personality that has to be
covered up.
No, of course that's not fair. But could it be that, since about 1950, the community of
science has changed and they're following the wrong paradigm?
(Feyerabend, Roger Penrose, some others confirm my suspicions.)
I1 Is this gender-marked?
Maybe it is, in schools now, in a way it wasn't up to about 1960. (I think there has been
a worsening, but I have several different explanations for this.)
But let's suppose there is a conspiracy (in our culture, not in schools or among science
teachers) to exclude females from some (top?) echelons of science, or to impose either a
masculine hegemony or male ideology. There's no way this is going to be changed without
changing much else: the militarism, sports, values, even the popular culture as found (for
example) in Rap music.
The problem isn't just sexism, or even primarily sexism.

Rick Coe (Simon Froser Universiy), "77le Plain Language Movement: Allcnlalive Types of
Reform"
Rick Coe's analysis of the Plain Language Movement draws on "his experience as a member of the Board of
Directors for the Plain Language Movement of B.C. The three types of reform outlined in this talk are a
conservative, prescriptive (Strunk and White) approach, a more liberal . . . process in which the purpose is
defined by the institution while testing focuses on real readers, and an almost radical collaborative approach in
which the purpose is not predefied by an institution but negotiated with its readership."

Margaret Hurtdleby (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education), "Errors and Expectotions Across
the Cum'culum"
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This talk "asks the question 'What counts as writing?' in the context of general schooling (or English department)
expectations and in terms of the local expectations of specific disciplines. Margaret argues that while the
rationalist approach underlying most versions of 77te Writing Process constructs writing as an object, local
disciplinary expectations suggest that we should be viewing it as an index to what is going on in n particular
cultural location."

Susan Stevenson (Sbnon Fraser University), "Teaching More n ~ a nWriring in a Discipline"
Susan applies the main point of Margaret's talk to "the evolution of her understanding of her role as a faculty
member in engineering and of the potential nature and scope of the communication component of the
engineering curriculum."
SESSION VIII:

BRIEFRESEARCH
REPORTS

Nan Johnso~l(Ohio Srare University), "Teaclling a Canon of Greaf IYrilers: Elilisl Culhlre in file
Composirion Class" (see below)
Claudia Mitchell and Anne Cheverie ( . c C ; i N Unhersiy), '*La~tflrnge,Lileracy, and Poplrlar
Culfure: New Research Perspectives"
The purpose of this paper [was] to explore both theoretical and research perspectwes on popular culture as it
pertains to the language arts classroom. The findings of a two-part study [were] presented u ~ t ha focus on: a)
the reported incidence of reading and uriting behaviour in the popular culture of elementary school students;
and b) the evidence of popular culture in the writing and responding of elementary school students.

Jane Ledwell-Brown (McGiil Universiry). 'Reader Response in a Business Setting: A Progress
Report"

Preliminary data on how readers in two large organizations respond to repoprts and other
material written by subordinates.
Susan Drain (University of Toronto), " 7 7 1Unh'ersiy
~
of Toronto Is Another Culhire"
Susan Drain g&e an admittedly biased rcport on some aspects of the culture of the University of Toronto, with
particular reference to the place and future of writing instruction both in and outside the English Department.
As a member of a committee charged with proposing a half-year version of the English Department's first-year
"Effective Writing" course, she begs Inksbeddcrs everywhere to send her (over the summer) ideas and any
supporting material that would bolster her claim that "it is entirely possible to deliver an introduction to
composition and rhetoric, in the half-year format. as long as the goals and objectives of such a course are clear
and shared." She writes, "I don't want to speak in lhis committee only from the perspecti5.e of my Mount Saint
Vincent University experience, and I am particularly interested in approaches to faculty development that may
be different from those I have previously employed."

Janet Giltrow and Michele Valiquerte (Simon Frascr Lhiversiy), "'Tile Oursider Is Called In:
Audience in [he Discipii~~es"

/

In preparing to introduce writing instruction into second-year courses in psychology and criminology, we
conducted think-aloud protocols with readers irorn these two disciplines. By eliciting and recording detailed
responses to student writing, we hoped to expose disciplinary values which these readers consulted as they
marked papers. And we did find that these readers responded in pronounced ways as writers approached certain
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discourse features which seemed to be close to the heart of their disciplines: conventional sequences of
description, for example, or names for prestigious concepts. Yet, oddly enough, as these readers confronted
these discipline-specific features, they invoked a notion of the 'uninformed reader' to justify their negative
evaluations: the uninformed reader wouldn't understand this, they claimed.

Responses
What is "popular" culture? And why is the classroom not part of the "real world?
It is important to rescue the grounded, embodied and historical sense of the "popular"
from the media. "People's culture," that ever unrealizable "authentic" realm that we
romanticize and which forms the object of our quest for cultural congruency in our
pedagogical practice, is lost if we concede the term "popular" to the whims of Walt Disney
and Ted Turner. "Mass" culture is widely recognized as a problematic term because of its
alienating/alienated implications. Perhaps "media-malls"culture would be more appropriate
As for the "real world" question, I dislike it. Classrooms are part of the "real world."
Perhaps they need fixing, but that doesn't make them "unreal"-though they may seem quite
artificial. In particular, however, it is the comparison of the classroom and the world of
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles which does not hold up to this equation. If anything, it is the
media which should be contrasted to the "real world."

It's a fascinating concept to think about the "reader" in a business setting. I most certainly
am aware of "reader-response" to a text, but Jane's presentation added a new dimension;
the readers of writing done in the business community. My view of the readerlresponder
has been focused on those readers who are responding to novels, poems, personal narratives
letters, textbooks and I hadn't noticed all those others readers who are responding to
reports, documents, office memos, and proposals. They also arrive with a past and a culture
and are reading in a particular context. They are as open to an affective response as those
who read and respond to a poem. This fascinates me.

Jane, Michelle, and Janet are exploring some areas which have been neglected. There are
many untrained "coaches" in the world who are not helping writers-and
we have some
responsibility to help these people outside our institutions who in their work worlds are
required to be untrained editors, coaches, and teachers.

I'm trying to have some coherent reaction to the presentations this morning-they were all
thought-provokin,o and disturbing in various ways. I guess what emerges for me is a gloomy
thought or two about limits and strictures and the way in which what we write is so set up
that it's some kind of a miracle if anything ever gets said that's new, interesting, worth
reading. When you think of how much we have to know about levels of knowledge (Janet
and Michele), about the politics of institutions (Susan and Jane)-how do we ever manage
to negotiate meaning? How do children filter out some sense from the popular culture in

....~
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relation to school culture (I always felt it was totally split, and that I had to be three people,
as a little child-one at home, one at large, one in school.) And then the whole business
of the materials used to teach writing (Nan): in both content and form, you set students up
by providing models, and whatever models you provide you are in fact pre-determining
various things . . .
Strange how this hits me so hard. Some old romantic notion of independent author still
alive in my brain, I suppose? I think it is more a matter of teacl~ingthat's troubling me,
though-how to negotiate the broadest possible agenda for people, to help them construct
some meaningful utterance of their own. Because we have to believe (even if it isn't true?)
we are saying sometlting not just reshuffling multiple items. No?

PRELIMINARY
DISCUSSION: ZNKSHED 9
When the time came to choose a topic for next year's conference, a consensus quickly emerged that we should
explore the questions Nan Johnson had raised about the "implicit social and cultural standards and ideologies"
embedded in rhetoric anthologies and other texts. As a preliminary to a formal Call for Proposals in the
September issue of Ittkriied, I am reprinting the handout Nan distributed and some inksheddings on the issue.

The rhetoric anthology and its use in writing courses.
Step I. Identification of the Most Prevalent types:
1. Traditional Belletristic type (The Norton Anthology)-Popularized

Belletristic (The

Norton Sampler)
The belletristic anthology presents an exemplary canon of great to good readings that
represent "standard rhetorical strategies" at their best. Critical study of these readings
is assumed to have a positive effect on the mind and on writing abilities. The
Popularized Belletristic anthology tries to get around the whole problem of having
students imitate the great writers by providing selections that are either extremely
contemporary in subject matter and/or are from various popular genres.
The fundamental assumption operating here seems to be:
The critical study of an exemplary canon improves writing abilities.

2. Belletristic-Ideological anthology (The Harper and Row Reader: Liberal Education
Through Readingand Writing)-Disguised Belletristic-Ideological anthology (Ourselves
Among Others: Cross-Cultural Readings for Writers [St. Martins, 19881)

This type of anthology presents a set of "good" readings but also insists that "good
writing" deals with certain ideas or struggles with certain kinds of questions. Going one
step further, editors of these anthologies specify what these ideas and values are
(democracy, critical thinking, evaluating issues in contextual circumstances, understanding
the world as a global village). The editors of The Harper and Row Reader (W. Booth
and Gregory) make no bones about the fact that they believe that critical reading of
good arguments about significant subjects improves both the student's mind and writing.
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Pretending to less orthodoxy than this, the editor of Ourselves Atnong Others (Verbury)
claims that "in first-year composition classrooms . . . students are expected to read
carefully, think deeply, and then to write clearly about what they have read and thought
. . . ." Although seemingly more broad minded about what thinking can mean than
Booth and Gregory, Verbury equates thinking with thinking about certain subjects as she
promotes this anthology as a text that "expands the borders of the first-year composition
classroom to provide American students with views of other people around the world as
well as their views of us. The readings focus on themes that compel us to examine
ourselves as part of the human family, as parents and children, as men and women, as
friends and enemies" (vii).
The fundamental assumption operating here seems to be:
The critical sn~dyof an ideologically-orientedexemplaty canon improves writing abilities,
the person, and the world.
Research questions:
Wit11 what are we coming to know about the socially-constructed nature of meaning, the
conventional nature of form, and the problems of an imposed canon, can we continue to
use texts like these?
Can we use antlzologies of any kind without sotnei~owimplying that stable rhetorical
standards must be met if writing is to be 'kood"or 'kffective" OR that certain ideas are better
stuff for writing and thinking than other ideas? In other words, can we require an anthology
without imposing a privileged canon of some variety on our students?

I think the answer to both your research questions is NO. I'll send you a piece I wrote in
response to a call for "better" texts (by Bob Boynton, Jim Squire and Hans Guth in EJ), in
which I tried to argue that it's the institution of text itself that determines how they have to
be taken by students (or, another way to say it, any text which is prescribed by an institution
is framed i n certain ways because that's how people construct the institution and the
situation.) I feel this particularly strongly because that's what happens to "great literary
texts" when they get canonized into a curriculum. They stop being situational, dialogic and
rhetorical and become museum exhibits, models, exempla.
BUT-another question-I'm
not sure that there might not be a more complex way of
thinking about models. I suspect that we learn about audiences by being an audience. If
we're used to being the audience for an exemplary text, we're less likely to engage ourselves
with it, and therefore less likely to imagine an engaged or dialogic reader for what we write
ourselves.
Russ Hum

What if students bring in all the readings? This would, however, be "shaped by how I asked
for this- and what I asked them to bring in.
NAN JOHNSON
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Some thoughts for Nan and the rhetoric anthologies. Category one, the belletristic, are
formal or modal readers; they embody a formal epistemology and idealist assumptions. The
ideological/belletristic are thematic readers that have moved beyond formalism and reflect
a seemingly relativist epistemology and realist assumptions.
Another way to put it would be to call the first group text-based and the second group
writer-based, in the sense that the pieces chosen are to be read to get at the writer's
intentions/meanings.
A third group I would call reader-based or student-based. These include Coles and
Vopat's Wlat Makes Writing Good, Sommers and McQuade's Student Writers at Work, and
McKoski's Basic Writers Writing. These texts embody a phenomenological epistemology and
populist or egalitarian assumptions. There are lots more such "readers" including Ohio
State's Mac Best and Write Stuff.
Jim Reither and I talked about this group's relationship to yet another growing
group-those readers that grow out of ethnographic studies and probably find their earliest
inspiration in the Foxfire series: those books that build readings around local knowledge.
These readers it seems to me reflect social/constructivist assumptions.
More later. . .

Anthologies are definitely a no-no. The idea that another individual or group can arbitrarily
decide what is worthy of "canonization" is unacceptable. It makes a select self-appointed
few the arbiters of taste for everyone else. It strikes me that the whole business of
anthologizing may be at the root of why there is such a dearth of female presence in the
traditional literary canon. After all, anthologies (until very recently) have been primarily
compiled by men. A quick reconsideration of Virginia Woolfs A Room of One's Own is
enough to remind us of the very peripheral position of women in the history of literature.
And of course, it's not just women. Minorities visible or othenvise have been sadly excluded
from most standard "educational" anthologies. No, thank you. I'd rather make my own
choices, even if it is quite a bit less convenient than relying on a single, readily accessible
text.

. ..~.,

Nan's talk raised for me once again my own "outsider" status in so much of this (and my
recognition of what Susan talked about as the U of T oddities, since my background is
entirely in the old-style patriarchal universities, Oxford, McGill, Toronto). What I mean by
"outsider" here is not a marginalized outsider but an outsider to the dominant experience
Canadians and Americans seem to have had (at universities) in the teaching of writing and
literature. I never had anthologies to study, and was certainly never told that a particular
literary piece was "exemplary" and should be emulated. The British tradition, elitist though
it is, seems to have dealt with these things differently. (Plus we never had that strange
subject called "composition," a word I still have trouble with . . . ). We read so much, and
wrote so much (2 essays a week!!) and the interrelationships between that reading and
writing, and a great deal of related discussion, were much more tacit, as in Polanyi's view
of knowledge.
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Of course, the irony for me, as a woman, was a different kind of insider/outsider
balance. I became quite adept at that approach and only at doctoral level realized the
extent to which it was male, part of an ancient monastic/scholarly tradition, and that in
order to succeed in it I had been practising a great deal of gender-denial.
That was when the greatest level of "dissonance" began to develop, a dissonance that has
led me to such different viewpoints since . . .
ANN BEER

MINUTES OF THE

BUSINESSMEETINGOF

"INKSHED"

(the Canadian Association for the Study of Writing and Reading)
Sunday, April 14, 1991
St. Marc sur Richelieu, PQ
The informal meeting of the 50 participants at "Inkshed 8" was called to order by Kay
Stewart, Inkrhed newsletter editor, at 10:30. Four items were on the agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A proposal to start a journal of the organization
A proposal to create a structure for the organization

A decision to have a new newsletter editor
Decisions about an Inkshed conference in 1992

1. Proposal for a journal

Stan Straw explained that CCTE had decided to change the focus of English Quarterly to be
more accessible to the main group of its members, elementary and secondary teachers.
Thus the new English Quarterly, edited by David Dillon of McGill, will not be as directed
toward members of Inkshed as it has been in the past. He would like to be authorized to
submit a proposal to SSHRC for a three-year grant to publish a journal, tentatively called
Literacies, which would speak to the concerns of post-secondary teachers of reading and
writing. It would be similar to a Canadian College Englislr in style and focus. Stan can
count on the support of his dean for office, administrative, and clerical help.
Concern: that this proposed journal might be in competition with Textual Studies in Canada,
an annual edited by H. Hubert and W. Garrett-Petts and five others at dariboo College in
Kamloops, B.C.
Answer: Since Textual Studies in Canada is an annual and is focused on all sorts of textual
studies, it could be complementary to Literacies.
Concern: that the requirements of SSHRC might cause the proposed journal to be too
research-oriented and not open to the sorts of reflective, "conversational" articles
Inkshedders might want to write.
Answer: SSHRC is changing; it is broadening its definition of scholarly activity. We could
use the SSHRC money as seed money and decide later if we can and want to fund a journal
in another way if the SSHRC restrictions are too limiting.

j
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Concern: that Literacies could become a vehicle for articles turned down by U.S. journals
and thus not fulfil a function for Inkshedders to communicate with one another.
Answer: 1) we might name it Canadian Literacies to ensure that articles have a Canadian
focus and are not rejects from U.S. journals; 2) we as Inkshedders must submit articles to
Literacies.

MOTION: that Stan Straw be authorized to submit a proposal to SSHRC to publish a
journal tentatively called Literacies.
CARRIED

2. A structure for the organization
Do we want to have some structure as an organization? We don't want to lose the values
of the "ad-hockery" which has served us so well in the past, and we don't want to create
restrictive or conventional structures just to be the organization of record for the journal
proposal.

MOTION(Boswell): that we create a committee to investigate a structure which can
preserve the benefits of our ad-hockery but also regularize some of the necessary
administrative detail, such as the handling of conference and other monies.
Members of the committee (volunteers and nominations):

1

Ann Beer (PQ)
Susan Drain (ON)
Barbara Powell (SK)
Jim Reither (NB)

Wendy Strachan (BC)
Stan Straw (MB)
Catherine Taylor (MB)

CARRIED

3. Change of Newsletter editor
There were two volunteers to edit the newsletter after Kay Stewart announced that she
wanted to retire from the position: Cathy Schryer, Laurentian, and Anthony Par6 and a
group at McGill. Cathy withdrew her offer because she's moving to Guelph, and we
accepted with thanks the offer of the McGill "team." They will take over after Kay Stewart's
last issue of Inkslied this summer.

4. Next Inkshed conference
CCTE is in Calgary April 29-May 3, 1992. Although there is no one from Calgary present
at this Inkshed conference, there are several Inkshed subscribers in Calgary. Kay Stewart
and Chris Bullock will contact those Inkshedders and coordinate a committee to plan
Inkshed 9 for some place in the Calgary area (perhaps Banff or Canmore) after the CCTE
conference (to take advantage of the cheaper air fares when participants stay over a
Saturday).
Suggestions were made:

--

-to
extend the conference by ?i day to accommodate more time to include talk,
inkshedding, and play
-to
shorten the presentations and to call them "prompts" or "probes" rather than
"presentations"
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5. Thanks were extended to Anthony Pare, Pat Dias, Ann Beer, Bill Boswell, Jane LedwellBrown, Carolyn Pittenger, Robyn Holland and others at McGill and in Montreal for their
hard work in organizing lnkshed 8.
Adjournment at 12:lS.
CRITICAL MASS IN CANADIAN RHETORIC: AN UPDATE

///

DOUG BRENT

A year or more ago "Critical Mass in Canadian Rhetoric," my little jeremiad about the
state of Canadian rhetoric, appeared in Inkshed. My contention was that the critical lack
of supply in the field of rhetoric results from a system that does not, and structurally cannot,
turn out enough trained teachers of rhetoric and composition to fill even the handful of
positions available. To substantiate (or refute) my anecdotally supported claims, I asked
people involved in composition and rhetoric across the country to return a survey that
focused not only on their institutions' ability to teach writing as a skill-the
subject of
Katherine McManus' survey (Inkshed February 1991)-but also on their institutions' ability
to train new professional rhetoricians.
Responses were swift and useful. My compilation of these responses has been less swift,
but now that final exams are over and trees and the urge to write are beginning to bud, here
it is.

I received responses from six Canadian institutions and one American. One of the most
encouraging programs in Canada is of course the University of Waterloo's Rhetoric and
Professional Writing program and its M.A. level counterpart, the Language and Professional
Writing program. Now that Waterloo also boasts a doctoral program which has signed up
five students in rhetoric and composition, signs are definitely beginning to appear that the
field is moving forward. However, because Judy Segal has already discussed this program
in the November 1990 issue of Inkshed, I will not discuss it here in detail. I am chiefly
interested in whether the survey reveals that the Waterloo experience is an anomaly or a
general pattern.
Unfortunately, it looks more like an anomaly. The general pattern is for each institution
to offer a handful of courses in writing as a skill through the English department and a
handful of courses in the teaching of writing through Education-exactly the crippling split
that I identified in "Critical Mass." Some, such as the University of Manitoba, offer one or
two graduate-level courses in the teaching of writing through the English department. This
is encouraging. Most young teachers of English literature will almost certainly spend at least
some of their time teaching composition, usually under duress, and if they have taken a
course or two in composition pedagogy they will be less likely to fall into the default mode
of teaching it (The Practical Stylist plus five-paragraph themes). But a few isolated courses
cannot turn out the specialists that the field is beginning to realise it requires.
Neil Besner reports that the University of Winnipeg, home of one of the country's more
thorough programs to teach writing, is considering creating a major in composition which
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would presumably include instruction in the teaching as well as the doing of writing;
however, discussion has not yet yielded action. Saskatchewan offers one undergraduate and
one graduate course in teaching writing, both through Education. St. Thomas offers an
undergraduate course in the history and theory of traditional rhetoric but, despite the
presence of two of Canada's most active advocates for the study of reading and
writing-Jim Reither and Russ Hunt-offers no courses whatever in the teaching of writing.
Like so many of the rest of us, Jim and Russ can teach writing but they can't pass on the
skill of teaching writing, at least not officially at St. Thomas.
Not surprisingly, McGill's unofficial Centre for the Study and Teaching of Writing is one
of the most active centres in the field, with eight faculty members attached in various ways
and with various proportions of commitment to composition pedagogy-but unfortunately
very few on tenure tracks. This may partly indicate the relative newness of such programs,
but also suggests that even McGill's commitment to the field is not as full and rich as might
be desired. And McGill offers only one graduate-level course in the theory, research and
process of writing.

I received no questionnaire from Nan Johnson at UBC. This undoubtedly reflects the
state of flux at that institution, with Nan joining the exodus from UBC to Ohio and no
successor chosen at the time. Judy Segal has since left Waterloo to replace Nan at UBC.
This means that UBC's rhetoric program,. the only one other than Waterloo's to offer
doctorates in the field, still has some life left in it. However, I am not sure whether to feel
encouraged by the fact that one of the only two Canadian rhetoric programs is being staffed
at the expense of the other. Feeding off ourselves is not exactly a step toward critical mass.
But since the Waterloo program sounds extremely healthy and the UBC program, from
informal reports, is stagnating in departmental neglect, Judy's skills are probably needed
more in Vancouver than in Waterloo. Perhaps she can restore a vestige of glory that was
Nan and Andrea, and being a native Canadian, will be more able to endure the lack of
respect that teaching rhetoric in a Canadian English department usually entails.
Finally, here at the University of Calgary there are stories to tell. We are no closer to
perpetuating ourselves here either: courses in the teaching of writing are simply not in the
mandate of the Communications Studies program in the Faculty of General Studies,
although a graduate course in the history and theory of rhetoric is not impossible. The
biggest news from Calgary is principally regressive: the English department has decided to
drop its major first-year composition course altogether. One reason is somewhat defensible:
they argue that writing cannot be efficiently taught out of context, in a course with no
"content" other than writing itself. The other reason is simply that very few of their faculty
members are skilled at or interested in teaching it-yet
another symptom of the lack of
critical mass in the field.
As an alternative, the English Department suggests replacing the junior half-course in
composition with a full-year course in composition and literature. This to some extent
answers the content problem; it will give students something to write about besides their
summer vacation or their opinion on capital punishment. However, it is notlikely to appeal
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to students from non-Humanities disciplines. And we all know how much and what kind
of composition is likely to be taught in it. Russ Hunt may be able to turn a course in 18Ihcentury literature into a collaborative investigation that synthesizes reading, writing, and
critical thinking, but there are few Russ Hunts in the average Canadian department of
English Literature.
On the other hand, the University of Calgary is making the right noises about dealing
with this composition vacuum by instituting a Writing Across the Curriculum program.
Potentially this program could take the shape of integrating and coordinating various
disciplinary writing programs that already exist throughout the university (starting perhaps
with the English Department's Composition and Literature course). But the main proviso
is that whatever is done must require no additional funds. It is far too early to tell, but my
cynical streak leads me to predict that the result will likely be the usual one: a new set of
terms for the status quo.
Yet I remain only slightly discouraged. Once the dust settles, the New Composition
Order at the University of Calgary could heal the ungainly split that has existed for many
years, with General Studies being responsible for both non-credit remedial writing and
advanced rhetoric, and the English Department holding the vital middle ground of junior
composition courses. At present, however, we have no idea whether entering the
composition vacuum in a big way would be either possible or desirable. And we too are
feeling the pinch of the labour shortage in the field. Last year we were able to advertise
both an M.A. and a Ph.D. position in our remedial writing program. We filled the M.A.
position with Jo-Anne Andre, one of Judy Segal's graduates-but the Ph.D. we hired, like
almost all Ph.D.s who teach writing, had her degree in a different field. Between her
divided interests and the total lack of opportunity for upper level teaching and research in
the field, there was no reason for her to stick it out past the first year. She now has a real
job in the Faculty of Education.
In sbort,'I am largely confirmed in the rather pessimistic view that I presented in
"Critical Mass." A few universities, principally Waterloo, are doing some extremely exciting
things that might eventually fuel a cycle of rhetoricians turning out new rhetoricians. But
in most universities, the field is still paralysingly straddled. Writing is taught in the English
department or in separate special programs; almost all teachers of writing are being taught
in the Faculty of Education, and hence are destined for the elementary and secondary
schools rather than post-secondary institutions.
Jean Sanborn, the one American respondent, reports that at Colby College in Waterville,
Maine, the situation is almost exactly the same. Her position, which she describes as "gerryrigged," is the only one in the field of composition, and the coiiege offers no program to
teach writing teachers. Further, she speculates that even if composition is a growth industry
in the U.S., it may be. so for the wrong reasons: not because writing is perceived as an
important part of a humanist education but because it is useful to the business world. One
institution is not exactly a representative sample, but Jean raises a chilling possibility: what
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if Ohio State, Carnegie-Mellon and the other American hotbeds of rhetoric are almost as
anomalous there as Waterloo is here?
Jean closes with the thought that perhaps we in Canada are in a better position to try
the interdisciplinary route "if your history differs from ours." Our history certainly does
differ, as Nan Johnson in particular has pointed out in a number of articles on the history
of Canadian rhetoric. But I am not sure that it differs in any respect that will prove helpful
in solving the problem of critical mass in rhetoric. Any initiatives that are made here will
have to be driven not by our history, but by our determination to shake off the tendencies
of history and try something genuinely new: teaching the practice, history and theory of
writing pedagogy in the same program, with the intention of producing new experts in the
field at a post-secondary level. Unless something changes radically in this country, such
initiatives will not come from the English department but from somewhere quite different,
from some structure yet unborn.
The very existence of the Inkshed group, as cross-disciplinary a set of individuals as you
will find anywhere, is perhaps a sign that the fragmented parts of our discipline are
beginning to come together. The National Writing Conference is another. But a viable
discipline still seems far in the future in this country. In the meantime we will all just have
to keep shovelling and watch for signs of spring.

General Studies
University of Calgary
EDITORIAL
INKSHEDDING
This is my last issue as editor of Inkri~ed.It's been work, and it's been fun. It wouldn't have
been possible without the help of many people. So I'd like to thank Chris Bullock, Book
Review Editor; the consulting editors, who've sent in contributions and solicited
subscriptions and renewals; the dozens of contributors who've sent pieces unsolicited or in
response to gentle prodding; all the subscribers who've not only continued to pay as prices
increased but who've also written friendly notes; the office staff in the English Department
who've helped with production, and especially Astrid Blodgett, who rescued the newsletter
from my dot-matrix printer and cut-and-paste layout to give us a crisp, clean professional
publication. The newsletter moves to the Centre for the Study and Teaching of Writing at
McGill, where it will be in good hands. Patrick Dias and Anthony Part have attended every
Inkshed Conference and organized two of them, and Anthony has been a consulting editor
for many years. The composition of the editorial group has not been established, yet, but
Patrick and Anthony are fortunate in having a dozen or more colleagues whose enthusiasm
and expertise they can call on.

* * *
.-

As the minutes of the business meeting indicate, conference participants decided the time
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year's conference, invites suggestions. Send your comments to any one of the following
members:
Ann Beer, Dept. of Curric. and lnstr., Facuky of Education, McGil1 U, 3700 McTavish, Montreal, PQ, H3A 1Y2
Susan Drain, c/o Victoria College, University of Toronto, 73 Queen's Park Crescent, Toronto, ON, M5S 1K7
Barbara Powell, 2239 Angus Street, Regina, SK, S4S lN7
Wendy Strachan, 575 East Kings Rd, North Vancouver, BC, V7N 152 (Datapnc SFU 6S2550357-MTS system
at SFU)
Jim Reither, English Dept., St. Thomas U, Fredericton, NB, E3B 5G3 (E-mail INKSHED@UNB.CA)
Stan Straw, Dept. of Curriculum, H & SS, Faculty of Education, U of Manitoba, Winnipeg, ME(, R3T 2N2
Catherine Taylor, Writing Program, Dept. of English, University of Winnipea Winnipeg, MB, R3B 2E9

An apology to Wendy Strachan of SFU, whose name was inadvertently omitted from the
abstract of her dissertation in the last issue.

Winners of the CCTE Doublespeak and Plain English Awards were announced at the
Montreal conference. The Doublespeak Award, designed to "counteract attempts of
governments, business, and industry to manipulate language to mislead the public," went to
Revenue Canada for spokesperson Jackie Minoque's explanation of how GST will apply to
peanuts:
Unsalted peanuts are [GST] tax-exempt because they are in their original state. Salted peanuts
are taxed at 13.5 percent because they have salt added and are considered 'manufactured.'
[GST] will tax items like peanuts as snack foods at a 7 percent rate3xcept
unsalted peanuts
which would be taxed at 'zero percent' as a basic grocery because they could be used in
cooking. Zero percent is not the same as being tax-exempt.
(Victoria Times Colonist, 14 J m e 1 m )

The Plain .English Award, for "honest, straightforward public written and oral
communication by business and government," went to Toronto Globe wrd Mail columnist
John Allemang for "Fighting Words? Hardly" (12 January 1991), which highlighted the
euphemisms military officials used to disguise the facts of the Gulf War.
It seems to me that I czn't give up one editing job without taking on another. I would be
pleased to have Inkshedders represented in the following project.
Knowing Women-Submissions
invited for an anthology of autobiographical essays by
Canadian women. We are interested in accounts of personal experience through which a
woman gains insight into herself and/or the world. We welcome a wide range of prose
forms but no academic essays. Maw. length-5,000
words. Deadline January 15, 1992.
Caterina Edwards/Kay Stewart, 11520 - 72 Avenue, Edmonton, T6G OB8.

